Lecture Abstract

This presentation analyzes several light-hearted Hong Kong Canto-pop songs from the 1950s and 1960s sung by different artists. One such song, Ai Ni Ru Gu 愛你入骨, is included in the title and given a tongue-in-cheek, literal translation of “Love you to the bone.” The song is a duet sung by versatile comedic singer and performer, Zheng Junmian (鄭君綿, 1917-1994), together with a female singer, Bai Ying (白瑛). The humorous content of the song can be seen in the opening three lines sung by the young man (with the rhyming syllables in the short, checked, Entering tone (入聲) colored in red in the lyrics): 我愛你入骨 / 皆因你係 A-okay / 標準三圍認真第 / (I love you to the bone / Because you’re A-okay / All three measurements are number one).

In the presentation, the lyrics will be accompanied by audio sound files. Some background will be provided, and social implications of this post-WW II period in Hong Kong will be explored, as this period captures a unique blending of East and West, and of modern and traditional, that is richly reflected in these early Cantopop songs.
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